WRT312CZJ
Whirlpool® 24-inch Wide Top-Freezer Refrigerator - 11.6 cu. ft.

START THE CONVERSATION
Is your cutout a smaller size than the standard space for a refrigerator.

THIS MODEL OFFERS:
Small Space Top- Freezer Refrigerator

TOP FEATURES

SMALL SPACE TOP- FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
A small space refrigerator that flexes to fit it all

INFINITY SLIDE SHELF
Get the vertical room you need with the infinity slide shelf.

EZ CONNECT ICEMAKER
Easily add ice making capabilities to your refrigerator with the optional EZ Connect icemaker kit

DID YOU KNOW?
According to the the U.S. Census Bureau 62% of households have 2 or less occupants.
DEMO

Make sure your customer knows what size refrigerator they need. You can tell them the average size of a refrigerator varies depending on the type of refrigerator (bottom freezer, top freezer, French door or side-by-side). The standard refrigerator dimensions range from 28 ¾ to 39 ¾ inches in width, 61 ¾ to 71 ¼ inches in height and 28 ¾ to 34 ⅞ inches in depth. Let them know that this 24 inch width refrigerator is perfect small space option for them.

ALSO CONSIDER
WRT312CZJV

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers’ shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

WDATA50SAHW  WML55011HW  WFE505WOHW  WRT312CZJW

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*
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